ABSTRACT Commodity object retrieval is a key issue in the application of self-service shopping and so on. In this paper, we propose a saliency object detection-based unsupervised commodity object retrieval scheme. Since most commodity objects are conspicuous and not complicated in commodity images, saliency detection could predict a saliency box that indicates approximate position information of objects. The proposed scheme utilizes the saliency box to filter the proposals extracted by selective search. The reserved proposals have a big overlapping ratio with saliency box to a large extent. This paper composes both the saliency box and the reserved proposals as saliency proposals. Furthermore, we propose a channel weighting generalized mean pooling feature to represent saliency proposals. On one hand, the reduction of proposals' number after filtering significantly improves the computational efficiency; on the other hand, the new feature more accurately represents the objects to be retrieved, which results in higher retrieval precision. In addition, we built and manually annotated a commodity data set named PRODUCT to evaluate the proposed method. Extensive experiments are also conducted on the databases INSTRE and Flick32. The results demonstrate the superior performance of our scheme compared with the other state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
E-commerce and self-service shopping, such as Amazon, Alibaba, JingDong, have an unprecedented progress recently. How to quickly and precisely retrieve commodity object from product datasets is a crucial technology for these applications. In this paper, an effective algorithm of commodity object retrieval is proposed.
Object retrieval task usually includes two sub-tasks, i.e., searching for images containing the query object and locating the object in the image with a bounding box. Our proposed method focuses on improving the commodity object locating accuracy with a small number of object proposals and enhancing the robustness of image representation.
Since the background of commodity images is strongly irrelevant to the commodity object and the objects in the commodity images are well-marked and clearly visible, saliency object detection can effectively detect an approximate location of commodity object, as shown in Figure 1 . The detected location information enables us to propose a new scheme for further reducing the search space. Therefore we construct a simplified saliency object detection network to produce the saliency box which can roughly locate the object, then we use the saliency box to filter proposals extracted from Selective search [1] . This strategy can eliminate a large number of redundant proposals unrelated to the commodity object, which substantially reduces the number of candidate proposals. Simultaneously, the retained proposals and the saliency box composed saliency proposals can locate the object to be queried more accurately.
In the fact that the Maximum activations of convolutions (MAC) feature [2] lacks the correlation of local convolution features, the average pooling feature [3] lacks distinctiveness because of mean processing, and the sum pooling feature has burstiness. We propose a channel weighting generalized mean pooling (CWGMP) feature to represent saliency proposals. the proposed CWGMP feature considers the sparsity of the convolutional channel and the generalization of the generalized mean, which preserves the discriminability and correlation of convolution features and effectively suppresses the burstiness of convolution channels. The framework of the proposed commodity object retrieval scheme is shown in Figure 2 . The whole framework can be categorized into two parts: offline part and online part. In the offline process, given an image dataset, we use Selective Search to get the initial proposals for every image in the dataset. At the same time, we also conduct saliency object detection on the corresponding image to obtain the saliency map. After that, we refine the saliency map to get a rough location of the commodity objects named saliency box. Then, we utilize the saliency box to filter initial proposals for reducing the redundancy of initial proposals, and only proposals who have the big overlapping ratio with the saliency box are reserved. We compose the saliency box and reserved proposals as candidate proposals of an image and extract the corresponding CWGMP features. In the online process, we extract the CWGMP feature of the query and calculate the similarity with the features of saliency proposals to get the initial rank list. Finally, we execute query expansion to get the final rank list. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We utilize a simplified saliency object detection network to produce the saliency box. The saliency box can help us locate the commodity objects to be retrieved more accurately and improve the precision of feature representation for the objects.
• By using saliency box to filter proposals extracted by Selective Search, we can greatly reduce the number of candidate proposals which results in fewer matching times and faster retrieval.
• We propose a robust channel weighting generalized mean pooling feature representation, which combines the advantages of MAC features and average pooling feature and effectively inhibits the burstiness of convolution channels.
• We build a large-scale commodity dataset named PRODUCT, which is annotated with categories and bounding boxes manually. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly describes the related work. The saliency proposals generation process is given in Section III. CWGMP feature is described in Section IV, Object retrieval and query expansion are described in Section V. Section VI presents the experimental results. Finally, Section VII is the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK A. OBJECT LOCATION
In previous studies, there are two different types of object location methods. The first type is supervised end-to-end deep learning based object retrieval neural network, which could simultaneously learn object locations and labels. Salvador et al. [4] take advantage of the location learned by a Region Proposal Network(RPN) to provide a rough ranking of images. By using different anchor scales, the RPN can generate high-quality region proposals and greatly decrease the computation time. However, this type has a limitation that it has to prepare a large number of images with object labels and bounding boxes for training the network, otherwise, the proposals of untrained classes cannot be well detected.
The second type is unsupervised schemes. In the early years, the sliding window paradigm is the dominant approach to object locating [5] - [7] . A large number of possible windows are compared to the query by computing visual descriptors for finding the optimal location, so this method is very time-consuming. In order to reduce the number of windows and improve the robustness of locating, some methods utilize image segmentation information, textures, edges and colors to guide the proposal extraction procedure. Selective Search and EdgeBox [8] are typical methods of this type. EdgeBox relies on the sparse but informative edge-based representation. This method retains the candidate boxes with high box objectness score which measures the number of edges that exist in the box minus those members of contours that overlap the box's boundary. As for Selective Search, it combines the exhaustive search with hierarchical segmentation. This method can capture class-independent and high-quality object proposals by using a diverse set of complementary and hierarchical grouping strategies. Compared with previous brute force search, both of them could reduce search space to some extent.
B. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
In previous research, the commodity image mostly relied on single local invariant descriptors, such as SIFT [9] . Some methods used the bag of local descriptors [10] - [14] , commonly known as BOW, to highlight only a few highly discriminative feature points for image representation. In addition to dealing with the single feature, Li et al. [15] achieved good results by extracting SIFT, regional color moments and object contour fragments to sufficiently represent the visual appearances. Razavian et al. [16] and Wan et al. [17] had shown that CNN-based image feature representation has surpassed traditional features. Babenko et al. [18] showed that the characteristics of the full connection layer are suitable for image retrieval. the full connection layers are trained on labeled objects to promote image classification and may not be extended to other types. Later work showed that the convolution layer feature is better than the full connection feature at image retrieval tasks. In particular, Razavian et al. [2] produced highly competitive compact image representation by using a global max-pooling operation on activations of convolutional layers (MAC). Tolias et al. [19] aggregated regional maximum activations of convolutional layers (R-MAC), which generates compact representations and outperforms others in most cases. However, the R-MAC feature cannot fit the ''non-rectangular'' shape of an arbitrary object. Chen et al. [20] proposed a deep feature based on clustering the activations of convolutions and aggregating the maximum activations from such clusters to overcome the shortcomings of R-MAC. Nevertheless, the R-MAC feature or Chen et al.'s feature may destroy the integrity of objects, the proposed CWGMP representation in this work can preserve the distinctiveness and relevance of objects while preserving the integrity of the objects. Mohedano et al. [21] present a retrieval framework based on bags of local convolutional features (BLCF) that benefits from saliency weighting to build an efficient image representation. However the region detected by saliency model is not exactly the region where the object is located the object, resulting in weighted CNN feature redundancy. Hoang et al. [22] propose various masking schemes, namely SIFT-mask, SUM-mask, and MAXmask, to select a representative subset of local convolutional features and remove a large number of redundant features. However, this method has a strong burstiness for complex background images.
III. PROPOSALS GENERATION
The symbol definitions in this paper are shown in Table 1 . In this section, we describe the proposals generation process of our method in detail.
A. SALIENT OBJECT DETECTION NETWORK
Since the object of commodity images usually are well-marked and conspicuous, the saliency object detection network can locate the object well in the image by simulating human visual attention system. We refer to the multi-task fully convolutional neural network [23] and remove the task of pixel-wise object class segmentation to construct a simplified saliency detection network. The network architecture is illustrated in Figure 3 . This network processes the input RGB image by a sequence of convolution operations across 15 convolutional layers firstly, each of which is connected with a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [24] . The last two layers use convolutional layer and deconvolution layer to generate the saliency map. To take advantage of spatial correlation, the entire network uses fully convolutional learning structures without any fully connected layers. This network can take the whole image as input and output the corresponding pixel-wise dense prediction results with the same size.
The network is trained by minimizing the following loss function:
where
denote the ground-truth binary maps of the salient object corresponding to the training images. We define all the parameters in the network as θ. f is the saliency detection function. When training this network, we use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [25] method to minimize the above loss function with the regularization on all training samples. The experimental results show that the training model has strong generalization and can be applied to different datasets. Some results of the saliency detection are shown in Figure 1 .
B. SALIENCY PROPOSALS
As shown in Figure 1 , the saliency maps generated from the saliency object detection network usually have impurities and blurry object edges. In order to deal with these problems, we propose a refinement algorithm for saliency map optimization and saliency proposals generation.
Steps of the refinement algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the average pixel value of the saliency map. The pixel value below the average value is set to 0, otherwise, it is set to 255. In this way, the saliency map is transformed into a binary image.
Step 2: Find the maximum unicom region (MUR) for binary images by comparing the area of the marked region.
Step 3: Calculate the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the MUR, the MBR is used as a saliency box.
step 4: Filter redundant proposals by calculating the overlapping ratio between the proposals extracted by Selective Search and the saliency box. Proposals whose overlapping ratio with the saliency box is greater than a threshold are reserved. We collect saliency box and reserved proposals as candidate proposals named saliency proposals.
In the filtering stage, the typical method for calculating the overlapping ratio is intersection over union (IOU) [26] which is calculated by
However, this calculation method tends to has a larger overlap rate for only regions with similar position and area to the saliency box. Therefore, we ameliorate the calculation of the overlapping ratio. The calculation, named intersection over Region (IOR), is given by
In the case of images with complex backgrounds, the saliency box is relatively large. If a larger overlapping ratio threshold is set, it is easy to lose the smaller proposals that have intersections with the saliency box when using the typical IOU to calculate the overlapping ratio, but using IOR to calculate the overlapping ratio can retain these proposals well, which ensures the recall of the object to be retrieved. An example is shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4(a) is the conceptual schematic of the filtering stage. If using the typical IOU to calculate the overlapping ratio, red, yellow and blue bounding boxes will be removed at a higher threshold setting. However, if using IOR, all proposals that have some relationship with the saliency box can be preserved. Figure 4 (b) and 4(c) is examples of real images when using IOU or IOR to calculate the overlapping ratio respectively. When the overlapping ratio threshold is set to 0.5, if using IOR to calculate the overlapping ratio, reserved proposals can contain the proposals that accurately locate the object. If using IOU to calculate the overlapping ratio, reserved propsoals are similar to saliency box in terms of location and area, which is a disaster for complex background images.
IV. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
After the proposals generation processing, we gain some saliency proposals. Given an image I of size W × H , a 3D tensor sized W 1 × H 1 × K of the input image is formed through the convolutional layer, where K is the number of output feature channels. The resolution W 1 × H 1 depends on the network architecture and the resolution of the input image. All elements of feature maps are non-negative because each convolutional layer is activated by the ReLU function. Such a 3D tensor can be viewed as a set of 2D feature channel responses: C = {C i }, i = 1 . . . K , where C i is the 2D tensor representing the responses of the i th feature channel. We obtain the convolution responses C = {C R i }, i = 1 . . . K corresponding to saliency proposal R according to the scaling ratio of the network. In general, these convolution responses are processed by the max pooling or the average pooling operation that takes C R i as an input and produces a vector f as an output of the pooling process. The max pooling aims to preserve the discriminability of convolution feature, it ignores the relevance of regional features since only one node is selected in every input neighborhood. On the contrary, the average pooling preserves the correlation between regional features, but it leads to the attenuation of individual node contributions and does not take into account the importance of local structures. In this paper, motivated by the generalized mean [27] in which max pooling and average pooling are special cases of it, we propose a channel weighting generalized mean pooling (CWGMP) feature, it is given by
where w i is the i th channel' weight, α is an experimental parameter. when α → ∞, f i → w i max(C R i ) and when α = 1,
Since we derive our aggregated feature over all activation responses on a channel, the channel with frequent feature occurrences is already strongly activated in the aggregate feature. However, infrequently occurring features could provide discriminative information. Therefore, we produce a channel weighting using sparsity sensitive channel weighting [28] which is similar to the inverse document frequency. In this way, we boost the contribution of the channel with infrequently occurring features in the aggregated feature. The channel weight w i is defined as:
where 1 ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator; is a small constant added for numerical stability; W R , H R are the width and height of C R i respectively. The feature vector finally consists of a single value per channel, and its dimensionality is equal to K. Finally, the l 2 -normalized vector f constitutes the image feature representation.
V. OBJECT RETRIEVAL AND QUERY EXPANSION
We use the CWGMP feature described in Section IV to represent each proposal, which is generated by a pre-trained CNN without the fully connected layers. Image retrieval is performed by the exhaustive Euclidean search over database features w.r.t. the query feature. We use the highest similarity score of proposals as the similarity score of the corresponding image to get the initial rank list. We also utilize the proposal with the highest similarity score to locate the object to be retrieved in the image.
In the query expansion, we compute the average of top-5 proposals' features and the query feature. Then, we recalculate the similarity between the average vector and the proposals' features of top N images to get the final rank list.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate different components of our method and compare to the state of the art. We conduct VOLUME 6, 2018 the experiments on three datasets: PRODUCT, Flick32 [29] , INSTRE [30] to evaluate our method.
We constructed a product dataset named PRODUCT to complement the diversity of commodity datasets. Parts of the images in the dataset are shown in Figure 5 . PRODUCT dataset has 1120 photos, dividing into 57 categories, such as snacks, office supplies, daily necessities, drinks, kitchen utensils, children's toys, etc. These categories are relatively missing in other datasets. Each category contains about 20 images with different orientations and different scales. All images are collected in real scenes such as supermarkets, with disorganized natural backgrounds. Each image in this dataset is annotated by an upright rectangular bounding box for the corresponding object, whose coordinates are recorded in a .txt file.
The Flick32 dataset collected 32 different logo brands from Flick. There are 8240 images in the whole dataset. All logos in images are approximate planes. The INSTRE dataset contains INSTRE S1, INTRE S2, and INSTRE M three subsets. INSTRE S1 contains 11011 images with 100 single labeled classes. INSTRE S2 contains 12059 images with 100 single labeled classes. Each image in the INSTRE M dataset contains two objects that are also contained in INSTRE S1 and INSTRE S2.
Besides we use THUR [31] dataset to train the saliency object detection network described in Section III-A. THUR dataset is generated for saliency detection from Flick. Images in this dataset are divided into 5 classes, including butterfly, coffee mug, dog jump, giraffe, and plane. There are totally 6232 images and pixel-wise saliency annotation maps.
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The saliency object detection network is implemented on the Caffe [32] toolbox. In the training phase, We use 5000 images in the THUR dataset as a training set to train this network and 1232 images as a test set. In detail, we use pre-trained VGG16 network to initialize the first 13 layers of this network and use the simple bilinear interpolation parameters to initialize the deconvolution. We set the momentum parameter to 0.95, the learning rate to 0.00001, the weight decay to 0.0005 and the max iteration to 60000.
For the INSTRE and Flick32 datasets, five images are randomly selected for each category as query images, resulting in 1250 and 160 query images in the INSTRE and Flick32 datasets respectively. For PRODUCT dataset, we randomly select one for each category as the query image, and generate 57 query images.
B. EVALUATING THE SALIENCY PROPOSALS
When the overlapping ratio threshold with the saliency box is set to 0.5, 16 and 24 proposals on average are reserved as saliency proposals on PRODUCT and INSTRE datasets. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6(b) show the relationship between the number of proposals and the average recall rate on PRODUCT and INSTRE datasets respectively when the intersection over union (IOU) with groundtruth reach 0.5 as positive. The curves of proposed saliency proposals are always higher than the curves of EdgeBox, Selective Search and pre-trained RPN on ImageNet. Both Edgebox and Selective Search methods are based on image specific information, they can not provide robust proposals containing objects if fewer proposals are used. For the pre-trained RPN, it can not generate proposals well because it isn't trained by using commodity images with the label. However, the saliency detection task can effectively detect the approximate area of objects, directly making the reserved saliency proposals more likely to contain the retrieval object. This proofs that the proposed scheme could use fewer proposals to retrieve objects quickly VOLUME 6, 2018 and precisely. In addition, reserved saliency proposals using the IOU to calculate the overlapping ratio have a significant decrease in the average recall rate compared to using the IOR to calculate the overlapping ratio. The reason is that using IOR to calculate overlapping ratio can retain smaller objects in saliency box at the same threshold setting.
C. EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Image retrieval performance is measured in terms of mean average precision (MAP), which is calculated as follows:
Where N represents the number of images in the dataset. In all experiments, we follow the standard protocol and crop the query images with the bounding boxes as input to the pre-trained VGG16 network. Our representation is extracted from the last convolutional layer, which has 512 feature channels for VGG16. In this section, we evaluate the effect of different parameters. We present the results in Figure 7 . As can be seen from Figure 7 , when the α value of CWGMP feature is set to 3, no matter what the overlapping ratio threshold with saliency box is set, the mAP values always reach the maximum on PRODUCT or INSTRE dataset. Furthermore, when the α value is set to 3, the lower the overlapping ratio threshold is, the higher the mAP value is. When the overlapping ratio threshold is set to 0.5, compared with the threshold is set to 0.3, the mAP value slightly drops from 0.871 to 0.863 on PRODUCT dataset and the mAP value on INSTRE dataset slightly drops from 0.799 to 0.794, but, the average number of saliency proposals drops dramatically from 34 to 24 on INSTRE dataset and from 28 to 16 on PRODUCT dataset, which helps to quickly retrieve the objects. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, the α value of CWGMP feature is set to 3, and the overlapping ratio threshold is set to 0.5. Table 2 shows the experimental results of different pooling method. Our proposed CWGMP feature outperform MAC feature, the average pooling feature and unweighted generalized mean pooling feature. The CWGMP feature considers the sparsity of the convolutional channel and combines the advantages of max pooling and average pooling, which preserves the discriminability and correlation of convolution features and effectively suppresses the burstiness of convolution channels.
D. EVALUATING THE RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE
In addition, we extensively compare our method with state-of-art methods in Table 3 . The retrieval methods are divided into two types: SIFT-based methods and CNN-based methods. Our method yields MAP of 86.9, 80.0, 66.9 on PRODUCT, INSTRE and Flick32 datasets respectively, which are all the best performance. For the PRODUCT dataset, since the object in the image is very conspicuous, the saliency box makes the great contribution to object location. Table 3 shows that the MAP value of the method only using the saliency box as the proposal is also very competitive. For INSTRE dataset, due to the dataset contains multiple target images, saliency proposals are robust to recall the objects to be retrieved, which results in the higher MAP value. For Flick32 dataset, the objects in most images are trademarks. Our method also achieved the best results. Since it couldn't effectively capture the key proposals in some images with the small object, the MAP value achieved on the FLICK32 dataset is not as high as on the PRODUCT or INSTRE dataset. Examples of our results are presented in Figure 8 .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a saliency detection based unsupervised commodity object retrieval scheme based on commodity images' characteristics. Compared with RPN based method, our method has the advantage of not needing any training data with bounding box annotations. In our proposed framework, we proposed a proposals generation method which utilizes the saliency maps generated by the saliency detection network to filter those proposals extracted by Selective Search. This strategy can significantly reduce the number of candidate proposals while ensuring the recall rate of the target to be retrieved. Further, we propose a channel weighting generalized mean pooling (CWGMP) feature which preserves the discriminability and correlation of convolution features and effectively suppresses the burstiness of convolution channels. In addition, We build a large-scale commodity dataset named PRODUCT. The experimental results show that the proposed approach achieves higher precision compared with the state-of-the-art.
